Abstract. Different opinions about flow cytometric estimates of DNA aneuploidy and/or S-phase fraction (SPF) as supplementary prognostic markers in colorectal cancer are to some degree associated with methodology. Using univariate DNA analysis, we have previously investigated the DNA ploidy in colorectal cancer, its heterogeneity within and between tumors and its relation to survival. To improve detection of DNA aneuploid subpopulations and particularly estimation of their SPF's we investigated a method for bivariate DNA/cytokeratin analysis on fine-needle aspirates of 728 frozen biopsies from 157 colorectal tumors. Unfixed aspirates were stained with propidium iodide and FITC-conjugated anti-cytokeratin antibody in a saponin-buffer. A significant association between SPF and debris was observed. There were no substantial difference in DNA ploidy patterns between univariate and bivariate measurements (concordance was 92-95%). No new DNA aneuploid subpopulations were detected in cytokeratin-gated compared to ungated or univariate histograms. Debris-adjusted SPF's of cytokeratin-gated histograms were significantly higher than of ungated histograms, also for subpopulations with DI > 1.4 (p < 0.0001). There was no significant association between SPF and survival.
Introduction
Colorectal cancer is a common cancer and about 50% of patients who undergo curative surgery die of recurrent disease within a 5 year period. The best prognostic marker is Dukes' staging. However, in Dukes' stage B and in Dukes' stage C the survival of patients and recurrence of disease are highly variable. Therefore, other parameters indicating whether these patients would benefit from adjuvant treatment are needed. There has been some dispute as to whether flow cytometric estimates of DNA aneuploidy and/or cell cycle fractions (S or S + G 2 + M) are useful as supplementary prognostic markers. The different conclusions are to some degree associated with the methodologies applied [2] . Many recent investigations indicate a prognostic significance of flow cytometric DNA ploidy analysis [5, 6, 21, 23, 25, 37] and SPF analy-sis [6, 21, 23, 27] , while some others do not [26, 38] . The contradictions may be caused by differences between individual investigations regarding the number of patients, clinical stage, tissue sampling strategy, use of fresh or paraffin embedded material, staining procedure, analytical hardware and software. When solely based on univariate DNA flow cytometry, the success in detection and quantification of aneuploid subpopulations and cell cycle fractions is limited by the DNA measurement precision and statistical methods for resolving the DNA histogram, and depends on calibration with internal DNA reference cells and correction for background debris and aggregates [2, 27] .
A complicating factor in DNA flow cytometry of colorectal tumors is the limited possibility for resolving the tumor heterogeneity. DNA clonal heterogeneity, defined as two or more DNA aneuploid stemlines in the same tumor, is well established, however, most studies have been based on only one biopsy from each tumor. Many investigators have pointed out the importance of taking multiple samples from each tumor to detect all coexisting subpopulations [8, 19, 33] .
In order to increase the prognostic significance of flow cytometric DNA analysis it has been recommended to include parameters associated with cell proliferation and differentiation [1, 2] . Estimates of SPF may not be conclusive for cell proliferation, because also quiescent or dying cells may reside with S-phase DNA content. The application of in vivo labelling with halogenated deoxyuridine for detection of DNA replicating cells and calculation of cell kinetic parameters [11, 18] is limited by ethical reasons and rather difficult to arrange in multicenter studies. Discrimination of the cancer cells may be increased by combining staining of DNA with immunochemical staining of cytokeratin. This enables the exclusion of cytokeratinnegative, non-epithelial cells and thus improves detection of individual DNA aneuploid subpopulations and estimation of their SPF's. Cell suspensions for combined DNA and cytokeratin analysis have usually been prepared from fresh tissue and fixed before staining [4, 38] , but have also been prepared from paraffin embedded tissue [13, 14] .
Using flow cytometric univariate DNA analysis according to the method of Vindeløv et al. [28] , we have recently investigated the DNA ploidy in colorectal adenocarcinomas of 163 patients, each tumor represented with up to 5 biopsies [8] . In the present study, we compare results from flow cytometric bivariate DNA/cytokeratin analysis and univariate DNA analysis. Both analyses were performed on a material of additional frozen aliquots of fine needle aspirates from the tumors investigated previously. For DNA/cytokeratin analysis, we adopted the procedure of Jacob et al. [10] for immunochemical staining of unfixed cells after permeabilization with saponin. By avoiding fixation we hoped to retain the same high DNA measurement precision and stoichiometry and minimal cellular aggregation as obtained with the method of Vindeløv et al. [28] .
Our primary aim was to investigate whether cytokeratin gating based on this procedure for DNA/cytokeratin staining would improve the detection of DNA aneuploid subpopulations and in particular the estimation of their SPF's. Secondly, we wanted to investigate the possible prognostic significance of these parameters.
Materials and methods

Tumor biopsies
Our material consisted of fine-needle aspirates of tumor biopsies from 157 patients with colorectal cancer. The patients were consecutively included as a part of a prospective, double-blind study, randomised to either placebo or ranitidine treatment (RANX05 multicenter study). There was no statistically significant difference in survival between the two treatment groups [17] . There were 83 males and 74 females included, with a median age of 68 years (range 35 to 87 years). The patients were staged by Dukes' classification. The patients had been followed for median 79 months (range 68 to 86). All tumors were histologically classified as adenocarcinomas. From each fresh surgical specimen, biopsies were taken from each of the four corners and from the center of the tumor, if possible. Biopsies were frozen at −80 • C.
For validation of the quality of the above material of long-stored colorectal tumor biopsies and aspirates, measurements were done on fresh, short-stored colorectal tumor tissue from additional 20 patients and on non-cancerous colorectal mucosa biopsies from 14 patients.
Cell preparation
Fine-needle aspirates were taken from thawed biopsies with a gauge 23 needle, aiming at a total of approximately 5 × 10 6 aspirated cells per biopsy. The aspirate was suspended in cold citrate buffer (250 mM sucrose, 5% DMSO, 40 mM sodium citrate, pH 7.6), divided into 5 cryotubes, frozen and stored at −80 • C [29] . At the day of measurement the aspirate was thawed, resuspended, and filtered through a 102 µm monofilament polyester mesh (PE-102-HC, SEFAR, Rüschlikon, Switzerland). To increase the recovery of filtered cells, 300 µl of cold citrate buffer was sequentially added to the filter. The following preparations were all done on icebath. The filtered cell suspension was divided into two portions: one fifth volume to be stained for univariate DNA measurements, and four fifth volume to be stained for bivariate DNA/cytokeratin measurements. Both portions were centrifuged (1,250 g, 5 min, 4 • C), and the supernatant carefully aspirated, leaving a residual volume of 50-100 µl with the cell pellet.
For univariate DNA analysis, the cells were stained according to the method of Vindeløv et al. [30] , by sequential addition of 250 µl of Vindeløv et al.'s solution A (10 min at room temperature), 187 µl of solution B (10 min at room temperature), and 187 µl of solution C (at least 15 min on ice).
For bivariate DNA/cytokeratin analysis, the cells were stained according to a modification of the method of Jacob et al. [10] . First, the cell pellet was resuspended by addition of 500 µl (to cell-rich samples) or 400 µl (to cell-poor samples) of a DNA-staining solution: 0.3% saponin (S-2149, Sigma, St. Louis, Missouri, USA), 50 µl/ml propidium iodide (PI; P-4170, Sigma), and 0.2 mg/ml RNase (R-4875, Sigma), in PBS (Dulbecco's phosphate buffered saline without Ca and Mg, pH 7.2). From the cell-rich samples a portion of 100 µl was reserved for staining with a negative control antibody. Then, after 10 min, the samples were immunochemically stained by addition (without previous washing) of 10 µl of FITC-conjugated anticytokeratin antibody (clone MNF116, IgG 1 , F-0859, DAKO, Glostrup, Denmark), or 5 µl FITC-conjugated negative control antibody (IgG 1 , X-0927, DAKO), respectively.
Chicken (CRBC) and trout (TRBC) red blood cells were used as internal references [31] , but were first added after an estimate of the cell count had been obtained in the flow cytometer. The CRBC and TRBC were stained separately, but according to the same protocols as for the tumor cells. The final measurement was done at least 30 min after addition of the references. The overall staining time before measurement was 30-180 min.
Flow cytometry
For flow cytometric measurements a FACSort (Becton Dickinson, San José, California, USA) was used. List mode acquisition included forward and orthogonal light scatter, FITC fluorescence (FL1-log; 530/30 nm), PI fluorescence (FL2-height and -area; 585/42 nm), and time. PI fluorescence was used as threshold trigger at the level of approximately 10% of the DNA diploid FL2-height level. Approximately 10,000 counts were acquired for univariate DNA distributions (FL2-area). For bivariate DNA/cytokeratin distributions 50,000 counts were acquired in samples stained with anticytokeratin antibody (so that cytokeratin-positive and -negative subsets each included sufficient cells for SPF estimation) and 10,000 in those stained with negative control antibody. In accordance with the number of counts to be collected, the sample flow rate was "low" for univariate DNA measurements and "medium" for bivariate DNA/cytokeratin measurements. During bivariate DNA/cytokeratin measurements the compensation for spectral overlap between FITC and PI fluorescence (FL2-FL1) was set to 6%. For bivariate DNA/cytokeratin analysis the list mode files were gated according to (1) elapsed time for control of instrumental drift, (2) PI fluorescence pulse shape (FL2-height/FL2-area) for elimination of doublets, and (3) FITC fluorescence (FL1-log) for selection of cytokeratin-expressing cells, by comparison with samples stained with isotype-matched negative control antibody.
Statistics
The observed histograms (ungated, gated and univariate) were deconvoluted by maximum likelihood as described by Vindeløv and Christensen [28] . The analysis of the ungated, gated and univariate histograms were processed blindly, that is without knowledge of the results on the other histograms from the same biopsy. The covariates of the fitted model were: the CV of the G 1 peaks, the proportion in each subpopulation and their G 1 , S and G 2 + M cell cycle fractions as well as the G 1 peak mean. Debris was fitted by a truncated exponential function extrapolated to include all subpopulations. The DI's were calculated from the G 1 peak means using the CRBC and TRBC references in the sample. The S-phase cells were assumed to be uniformly distributed. A fitted model was considered valid if the fit was good. A DNA index was defined to be DNA diploid if it was within the 95% confidence interval as defined by the lymphocyte standard (1.00 ± 0.05). Only DNA subpopulations with a G 1 peak representing at least 10% of the total count in the region of interest (i.e., not including debris or internal reference cells) were considered. From DNA distributions with more than one DNA subpopulation, total SPF's were calculated as the weighted mean of the SPF's. A similar calculation was done for DNA aneuploid subpopulations with DI > 1.4 with the constraint that the fraction of subpopulations with DI > 1.4 must be at least 25% of the sample. The DNA ploidy patterns of ungated and gated histograms as well as univariate histograms derived from the same biopsy were considered to be concordant if DNA subpopulations with the same DNA index (with a small margin for statistical error) were detected in each histogram type. Statistical calculations (except deconvolution of histograms) and data management were done using the SAS R software (version 8.01; SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). P -values less than 0.05 were considered significant.
Selection criteria
A DNA histogram (ungated, gated or univariate) was included for further analysis if the following criteria were fulfilled:
The CV of the G 1 peaks was <5%.
The number of counts in a gated histogram as well as univariate histograms was at least 2,000 in the region of interest.
The number of counts classified as debris was <50% of the number of counts in the region of interest.
Results
Selected data
Bivariate DNA/cytokeratin measurements were done on 728 biopsies (representing 157 patients) and univariate DNA measurements were done on 649 biopsies (152 patients). Applying the above described technical criteria yielded valid univariate measurements on 288 biopsies representing 105 patients, and from bivariate measurements on 389 biopsies representing 127 patients. For the selected dataset, the median CV of DNA histograms was 2.2% (range 1.1-4.9%) for univariate measurements and 3.0% (range 1.6-5.0%) for bivariate cytokeratin measurements. The median debris fraction was 15.9% (range 0.9-49.9%) for univariate measurement and 26.9% (range 2.5-50.0%) for bivariate cytokeratin measurement. The median number of counts in the region of interest was 9,133 (range 2,073-34,734) in cytokeratin-gated DNA histograms and 6,140 (range 2,006-30,831) in univariate DNA histograms.
For the 127 patients that were represented in the selected dataset from bivariate measurements, the distribution by Dukes' stage (12 patients in stage A, 45 in stage B, 48 in stage C, and 22 in stage D), gender, tumor location, age and deaths was similar to what was found in our previous investigation [8] . However, the number of biopsies per patient was lower than previously: now 26 patients were represented by 5 biopsies, 33 by 4 biopsies, 19 by 3 biopsies, 21 by 2 biopsies, and 28 by 1 biopsy. There was no evidence that shortage of material was associated with Dukes' stage or with the selection criteria.
Validation of the quality of biopsy material
The fresh, shortly stored colorectal tumor tissue had a median CV of 2.8% (range 1.7-6.2%) in DNA histograms from DNA/cytokeratin measurements and 2.4% (range 1.5-3.8%) from univariate measurements. Median debris fractions were 18% (range 2.9-46%) for DNA/cytokeratin measurements and 13% (range 3.8-29%) for univariate DNA measurements.
Analysis of non-cancerous colon tissue showed only diploid DNA indices, and no DNA aneuploid subpopulations were found.
Differences in total SPF between cytokeratin-gated and ungated measurements were not significant (paired t-test).
DNA ploidy distribution
The spectral fluorescence compensation during measurement was not sufficiently accurate and therefore the FL2-area coefficient of variation (CV) of the major G 1 peak was retrospectively minimized, in order to obtain the final DNA histograms for further analysis (Fig. 1 ). An example of the resulting DNA histograms (FL2-area, 50,000 counts), ungated as well as gated (cytokeratin-positive) in FITC fluorescence, is shown in Fig. 2 . Figure 2 also shows an example of the DNA ploidy heterogeneity between different biopsies from the same patient. For subpopulations with G 1 -phase nuclei comprising >10% of counted nuclei, we found total concordance between the occurrence of DNA aneuploid subpopulations in univariate and bivariate measurements in 92% of all biopsies, and partial concordance in all biopsies. Comparing cytokeratin-gated and ungated measurements, the concordance was 95%.
No new DNA aneuploid subpopulations were detected from cytokeratin-gated measurements, as compared to ungated and univariate measurements.
The median size of the DNA aneuploid fractions was 53% for ungated histograms (only those with DNA aneuploid components), 66% for gated histograms and 71% for univariate histograms. The gated histograms showed significantly higher aneuploid fractions (p < 0.0001, paired t-test) compared to ungated histograms. The univariate histograms showed non-significantly higher aneuploid fractions than gated histograms (p = 0.05, paired t-test).
SPF distribution
The median total SPF for ungated histograms from all biopsies was 22% (range: 1-47%), 25% (range: 5-63%) for gated histograms and 19% (3-40%) for univariate histograms. Paired analysis showed that SPF estimates from gated histograms were significantly higher than ungated (mean difference 3%, p < 0.0001, paired t-test). And ungated histograms were significantly higher than univariate (mean difference 3%, p < 0.0001, paired t-test).
The median aneuploid SPF (SPF of subpopulations with DI > 1.4 and size 25%) was 31% for ungated histograms, 34% for gated histograms and 22% for univariate histograms. There was no statistical difference demonstrated between the aneuploid SPF estimates from ungated and gated histograms (p = 0.78). There was however a significant difference between the aneuploid SPF from bivariate and univariate histograms (p < 0.
0001, paired t-test).
A significant association between the estimated SPF and the debris fraction was observed. Figure 3 shows the association between total SPF and the debris fraction. This suggested an adjustment of the SPF for debris using linear regression. The results of this adjustment are shown in Table 1 . The mean differences between ungated, gated and univariate histograms are shown in Table 2 , indicating that gated histograms have significantly higher aneuploid SPF's than ungated in contrast to the unadjusted SPF's.
The total and aneuploid SPF for each patient was also calculated by the mean. The results on the SPF by patient are shown in Table 1 , including the adjusted SPF values.
Survival analysis
The mean values of the total SPF's and the SPF's of subpopulations with DI > 1.4 in the gated histograms were calculated for each patient. The total SPF's were grouped using the tertiles to define cutpoints and the overall survival was calculated for each group by the Kaplan-Meier method. The results are shown in Fig. 4A . The same analysis applied to the adjusted SPF values is shown in Fig. 4B . The SPF's of subpopulations with DI > 1.4 were dichotomized, and the results are shown in Fig. 4C and 4D , unadjusted and adjusted, respectively. There is no significant effect of SPF in this study. However, there is a trend towards better prognosis for patients with high unadjusted SPF of subpopulations with DI > 1.4 (Fig. 4C ).
Discussion
Validation of the method for DNA/cytokeratin analysis
In previous investigations with flow cytometric DNA/cytokeratin analysis in colorectal cancer the biopsy material was disaggregated mechanically or enzymatically into suspensions of intact cells, these were fixed, and the content of cytokeratins 8, 18 and 19 was stained using the CAM 5.2 antibody (Becton Dickinson), a method that requires processing within 24 hours after surgical resection to avoid deterioration of the histograms [38, 39] . Alternatively, DNA/cytokeratin analysis was performed on paraffin embedded material, resulting in a low DNA CV and relatively high estimates of SPF [13, 14] . In multicenter studies it is practical to freeze the biopsies for later processing. A recent study has demon- Fig. 3 . c Defined as the weighted sum of the SPFs of those subpopulations in one biopsy that have a DI 1.4 and each comprise at least 25% of the number of counts in the region of interest. Table 2 Estimates of the mean difference of the adjusted SPF between univariate and bivariate DNA histograms strated the validity of automated tissue disaggregation with the Medimachine (DAKO) on freeze-stored biopsy material, followed by fixation of the cell suspension with methanol [4] . In the present study, we have performed the DNA/cytokeratin analysis on a material of fine-needle aspirates from tumor biopsies collected from several hospitals [8] . Tumor biopsies as well as aspirates were freeze-stored. Cells were permeabilized with saponin [10] and cytokeratin was stained using the pan-cytokeratin antibody MNF116 (DAKO), specific for cytokeratins 5, 6, 8, 17 and 19. In a pilot experiment we mixed cells from a DNA aneuploid colorectal cancer cell line (COLO-201, COLO-205 and LoVo) with cells from a DNA neardiploid leukemic cell line (HL-60) before DNA/ cytokeratin staining. Permeabilization with saponin and staining with FITC-conjugated MNF116 antibody resulted in a similar discrimination of cytokeratinpositive cells in terms of the fluorescence intensity and fraction of positive cells, as we found for permeabilization with alcohols and/or staining with FITCconjugated CAM 5.2 antibody. In addition, DNA measurement precision was higher and cellular aggregation less in analysis of unfixed cells (data not shown). However, our pilot experiment on cell lines may not correspond to the practical situation for disaggregation and staining of solid tissues, where the retention of cytokeratin may be critical [35] . Altogether, the treatment with freezing, thawing, fine-needle aspiration and saponin may adversely result in disruption of many cells, partly or entirely loosing their cytokeratin. This is indicated in Fig. 1 by the numerous DNA aneuploid cells or nuclei not showing any cytokeratin content. In the present study we assumed that this damage was not selective, but randomly distributed over the subpopulations. As expected, the median size of the DNA aneuploid fraction was higher for cytokeratin-gated (66%) than ungated measurements (53%). However, the DNA aneuploid fraction reached its highest level (71%) in univariate DNA measurements. This may at least partly be explained by the different DNA measurement precision between the univariate and bivariate DNA analyses.
The need for fluorescence compensation would have been largely reduced, if FL3-area (650 nm long pass) had been used instead of FL2-area (585/42 nm band pass) for collection of propidium iodide fluorescence. However, because DNA measurement precision and accuracy are of utmost importance for the optimal detection and quantification of DNA aneuploid subclones, FL2-area was chosen for the measurement of propidium iodide fluorescence, since it could be adjusted to higher precision than FL3-area. For optimization of the accuracy, it then became important, besides the scale calibration for non-linearity, to apply an objective method for reduction of the FITC fluorescence contribution to the FL2-area signal, based on retrospective compensation (Fig. 1) .
Debris compensation is necessary for adequate quantification of DNA aneuploid subpopulations and their SPF's [34] . Therefore, the DNA histograms were first corrected by subtraction of the distribution of counts of debris, fitted by an exponential curve between the left part of the histogram and extrapolated to include all DNA subpopulations. As a precaution in estimation of the SPF values, we found it necessary to introduce a further adjustment based on the SPF-debris regression function (Fig. 3) . It is interesting that this association between SPF and debris was found in univariate as well as bivariate measurements. It remains an unsolved question to what extent this debris is technical and incompletely corrected for in the histogram deconvolution, or biological and associated to high levels of apoptotic cell degradation. A technical reason is indicated by the fact that there was more debris in the long-stored than in the shortly stored samples. Adjustment by the SPF-debris regression function overrules the possibility of using SPF for indicating an increased level of cell proliferation combined with cell degradation. However, this study was not designed for specific measurements of cell proliferation and cell degradation. We found no occurrence of apoptotic sub-G 1 peaks in neither the univariate nor bivariate measurements.
Tumor heterogeneity, DNA aneuploidy, SPF, and survival
In the study of colorectal tumors it is important to take into account the explicit tissue heterogeneity that appears as a mosaic pattern of multiple DNA aneuploid subpopulations [19, 24] . Therefore, studies of the prognostic significance of DNA aneuploidy must include multiple samples from each tumor. In our previous flow cytometric study by univariate DNA analysis, where each tumor was represented with up to 5 biopsies, DNA aneuploidy was detected in tumors from 89% of patients, whereas only 11% of patients had a solitary DNA diploid cell population (DI 1.00 ± 0.03) [8] . In contrast, many investigators have reported a much higher fraction of DNA diploid colorectal tumors, in the range of 34-77% [5, 9, 21, 23, 25, 26, [36] [37] [38] . This may be associated with differences in patient material, number of biopsies per patient, DNA measurement precision, or methods for histogram deconvolution.
In our previous study based on univariate DNA analysis, the distinction between DNA diploidy and aneuploidy did not predict survival [8] . However, grouping subpopulations into three DI categories (group 1: DI 0.97-1.15, group 2: DI 1.15-2.06, and group 3: DI < 0.97 and/or DI > 2.06) showed a significant difference in survival in a Cox multivariate analysis including Dukes' stage (p = 0.049 comparing group 2 to 1, and p = 0.01 comparing group 3 to 1). Other investigations have confirmed that the distinction between different DI classes is more relevant for prognostic indication than the mere distinction between DNA diploid and aneuploid [25, 37] . The DI distribution and the extent of intra-tumor heterogeneity we found in the present study are in high concordance with the results from our previous study on the same set of biopsies. An important result is that no new DNA aneuploid subpopulations were found in this study, neither by the univariate nor bivariate measurements.
Several investigations based on univariate DNA analysis found that the SPF (or S + G 2 + M fraction) is higher for DNA aneuploid than for diploid colorectal tumors [3, 4, 7, 16, 20] . In a study of 157 patients Kouri et al. found considerable heterogeneity of SPF in multiple samples from the same tumor, with an average of 29% difference between the highest and lowest SPF [12] . Both Enker et al. [7] and Mazzei et al. [16] found that higher SPF was not significantly correlated to worse prognosis on survival. However, Witzig et al. [36] found prognostic significance of DNA aneuploidy as well as S + G 2 + M fraction based on DNA histograms from paraffin-embedded tumor tissue from 694 patients with colorectal stage B2 or C adenocarcinomas, but because of high CV the distinction between diploid and aneuploid G 1 peaks and the cell S+G 2 +M regions may be questionable.
Because the benefit of flow cytometric cytokeratin/DNA analysis in discriminating DNA aneuploid tumor cells subpopulations and estimating their DI and cell cycle distribution has been established for prognostic purposes in other solid cancers, it could be assumed that this technique might also be of advantage in studies of colorectal cancer. Thus, Zarbo et al. [38] conducted an investigation on a prospective series of 309 human colorectal carcinomas with 4-6 years of follow-up. Fresh tumors were mechanically dissociated into whole cell suspensions and stained for DNA/cytokeratin. Estimates of the S + G 2 M fraction were categorized by tertiles. However, DNA ploidy and S + G 2 M fraction measurements were not predictive of survival for the overall group or within any particular stage of colorectal carcinoma. However, differing from our material, adjuvant chemo-or radiotherapy was applied to patients in Zarbo et al.'s investigation.
In the present study, we tried to obtain high quality SPF estimates by using a method that provides a high DNA measurement precision together with staining of cytokeratin. Our estimates of SPF were significantly higher in cytokeratin-gated measurements than in ungated or univariate DNA measurements. This might imply that additional prognostic information could be obtained by DNA/cytokeratin measurements. After adjustment based on the SPF-debris regression function, our SPF estimates were in the same size range as those reported by many other investigators, e.g., Brockhoff et al. [4] . There was no significant association between the adjusted SPF and survival in this study. However, there was a difference in the unadjusted SPF of subpopulations with DI > 1.4, with high SPF having a better prognosis. The same tendency of better survival for patients with high SPF of subpopulations with DI > 1.4 was also found by Zarbo et al. [38] . A possible biological explanation for this might be that not all cells with S-phase DNA content necessarily are DNAsynthesizing, but some of them could be quiescent or dying. In experimental studies of solid tumors under hypoxic conditions, other investigators have demonstrated an accumulation of non-cycling cells with Sand G 2 -phase DNA content [32] . In colorectal tumors, it has been shown that the flow cytometric S + G 2 + M fraction does not correlate with the immunohistologic expression of the proliferation markers Ki-67 and PCNA [15] . And in breast cancer, an association has been demonstrated between the SPF and the fraction of cells showing apoptotic characteristics according to the TUNEL assay [22] . Regarding the present study, we cannot know to what proportions the debris in the DNA histograms was generated from: (1) fragments of cells that already underwent apoptosis and necrosis in situ, (2) quiescent or dying cells with S-phase DNA content and fragile to the staining procedure, or (3) damage inferred to the specimens during its collection and storage. For further investigation along these lines, more specific markers for the possible biological mechanisms should be applied, such as markers for detection of DNA-synthesizing cells by incorporation of halogenated deoxyuridines [11, 18] and markers of apoptotic and necrotic cell degradation.
Conclusion
The ploidy pattern was very similar between the bivariate DNA/cytokeratin and the univariate DNA measurements. Thus there is no indication that the addition of measurements based on our DNA/cytokeratin protocol will provide new information on the DNA ploidy pattern.
The total SPF's as well as the SPF's of subpopulations with DI > 1.4 were significantly higher for cytokeratin-gated DNA measurements than for ungated or univariate DNA measurements.
There was no significant association between SPF and survival in this study.
